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Imagine you are a caregiver in a family experiencing stressors or even a crisis. Perhaps, you struggle with your own mental health issues or encounter domestic violence or substance abuse. Perhaps, finances and housing are a monthly struggle. Perhaps you also struggle to parent a child who is increasingly out of control. Now imagine that one of your children has been engaging in sexually abusive behavior...

Historically, youth presenting with sexually abusive behaviors have received assessments and treatment focused only on this identified high risk behavior. However, many youth present with multiple high risk behaviors. Data continues to mount which identifies the comorbidity of sexually abusive behaviors and mental health diagnoses. In the scenario described above, treating sexually abusive youth in a silo approach, without recognizing the needs of the whole family system will simply not suffice.

Hillcrest Educational Centers (HEC), a residential treatment program in Western MA, has been committed to utilizing best practices to engage in this work. This presentation offers a risk-needs-responsivity approach that is developmentally appropriate and addresses mental health and safety needs for the whole family. We will explore assessment and treatment planning needs, safety planning strategies, comprehensive family work, and skill acquisition to support abuse free living.

**Assessment and Treatment Planning.** This presentation will provide information on conducting assessments of both contributing factors and protective factors. Discussion will revolve around developing a strengths-based treatment plan for the youth with abusive behaviors as well as the whole family unit.

**Safety Planning.** Presenters will offer safety planning strategies for the youth and their family. Effective safety plans focus not only on structure and supervision, but offer skills to use to avoid abusive behaviors. We will explore how to utilize key protective factors that keep youth engaged in normative life activities.

**Family Work.** This area of the presentation will focus on the benefits of family work that goes beyond formal family therapy sessions. Presenters will share an approach utilized at
Hillcrest called “Family Strong”, which involves developmentally appropriate family engagement in the home and community. We will explore techniques for victim impact awareness as well as repair work.

**Skill Acquisition:** Participants will learn about the benefits of DBT when working with Sexually Abusive Youth. Additionally, it will largely emphasize how to use Family Skills Training (5th DBT module) in this area and provide participants concrete interventions in this area.
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**Learning Goals:**
- Participants will be provided with a Risks-Needs-Responsivity approach for creating a comprehensive risk assessment for the youth and the family unit
- Participants will learn concrete tools to utilize when engaging siblings in repair work in the reunification process and to support an abuse free living environment
- Participants will understand why Dialectical Behavioral Therapy is a successful treatment intervention with Sexually Abusive Youth
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